EDITION 3–4: COVER QUIZ
Name

Date

Inspiring Educators

COMPREHENSION
QUIZ

April 27, 2018

Use this week’s cover story to answer the questions. For each question, circle the letter next to the best answer.
Read for Details (RI.3.1; RI.4.1)

Identify Point of View (RI.3.6; RI.4.6)

1. Who met an inspiring teacher in the fourth grade?

4. Erin Entrada Kelly would most likely agree that her

A. Anne Burrell
B. Bill Gates
C. Karlie Kloss
D. John Urschel
Read for Details (RI.3.1; RI.4.1)

2. Thanks to his teacher, Bill Gates developed an
interest in

A. science fiction.
B. computers.
C. libraries.
D. business.

creative writing class was
A. too easy.
B. challenging.
C. silly.
D. tiring.

Analyze Language (RI.3.4; RI.4.4)

5. Erin Entrada Kelly writes that she felt “afraid but
proud” to share her haiku with the class. Which
detail shows that she was afraid?
A. “pulp against my skin”
B. “frantic beating of my heart”
C. “handmade mask of paper and paste”
D. all of the above

Make Inferences (RI.3.2; RI.4.2)

3. Which word best describes Bill Gates’s teacher Mrs.
Caffiere?

Define Words in Context (RI.3.4; RI.4.4)

6. Erin Entrada Kelly’s favorite class in high school was

A. encouraging

creative writing. Why does she say this is a “cliché,”
or predictable, detail?

B. unique

A. because she is a writer

C. confident
D. tough

B. because she still makes paper mâché masks
C. because she respects teachers
D. because she writes the best haikus
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Identify Cause and Effect (RI.3.3; RI.4.3)

Integrate Information (RI.3.9; RI.4.9)

7. How did the teacher’s “high expectations” affect

10. All the narratives featured in the cover story

students in Anne Burrell’s class?

describe how a teacher

A. It made them want to give up.

A. made students better at math.

B. It made them aspire to become teachers.

B. became a student’s best friend.

C. It made them feel frustrated.

C. affected a student’s life.

D. It made them try harder.

D. both A and B

Identify Claims and Evidence (RI.3.8; RI.4.8)

8. Ms. Brewster helped Karlie Kloss become a better
writer by

A. creating a classroom where Kloss could share
her ideas freely.
B. making Kloss write one essay each night.

Bonus What trait do you think is most important
for teachers to possess? Use evidence from the
text to support your choice.

C. encouraging Kloss to write about modeling.
D. advising Kloss to quit modeling to become an
author.
Analyze Language (RI.3.4; RI.4.4)

9. John Urschel compares math to art. To illustrate this
idea, he writes about

A. framing a math problem that he has solved.
B. smoothing the edges and sculpting a math
problem, so it’s prettier.
C. doing calculations with paint and a brush.
D. displaying the finest calculations in a museum.
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